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About This Game

About

Love or Loved is a massive multiplayer 3D Shooting and Fighting Arena game. Its a addictive multiplayer game with mixed
elements from Battle Royale and IO games.

"Love or Loved - A Bullet For My Valentine" is the first phase of the game, specially themed to Valentines Day, including
characters, weapons, game modes, etc.

"Love or Loved - A Bullet For My Valentine" will have unique Game Mode Events during the Valentines Week (7-14th Feb),
after which the gameplay and the world will be expanded to cover more maps, story, weapons and match the theme of a

Shooting and Brawling Arena game.

Features

-Anime-style characters with interesting maps
-Shooting and Meele Arena Game with fast paced action
-Single Player and Multiplayer (with Dedicated Servers)

-Multiple Characters and Maps to play
-Game Modes: FreeForAll

-Dedicated Servers, right from the get go
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-NOT PAY-2-WIN
-NO LAG (multiple region dedicated servers)

-ACTUAL WORKING BOTS/AI (Server can fill empty player spots with bots till more players join, so you don't have to play
alone :)

------------------------------------

Upcoming Features

-Interactive Maps
-More GameModes: Team DeathMatch, Survival, Zombie Defense, Last Man Standing

-COOP and Party Mode (Multiplayer)
-Cross-Platform support

-Server-based Event System (Boss Battles, traps, etc. like MMORPGs)
-Story Mode Invasions with Themed Expansion Packs

-Max/OSX and Linux versions

---------------------

Controls

-WASD to move
-R to reload

-Left Mouse Button to shoot
-Right click to Zoom/Aim

-Tab or 1-2-3 to cycle through weapons
-Space to Jump

-Shift/Ctrl to Dash
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Publisher:
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love or loved a bullet for my valentine

well, for the free games, this is quite good. but i didnt enjoy it maybe its because the interface. and why this game requires
facebook/steam account to login?. The only manual is an online webpage that is useless, only describing basic concepts and not
going into how to control your characters, switch chapters, switch between the various modes (thief mode, etc. The tutorial is a
joke and the card system involves no strategy because never know oppoents plan so how plan accordingly.. Game seems OK
however I cannot calibrate my G27 wheel. When trying the menu jumps around erratically, I can't select items properly which
leaves me trying to play with very twichy steering. Turning the wheel 90 degrees results in hairpin turning. Apart from this the
experience seems fun, don't think it's worth full price though. Quality sound effect, 10/10 would buy soundtrack. Them & Us
hits all the notes as a homage to RE\/SH. It was nice to have the option of playing with fixed camera and tank controls. Really
looking forward to the finished product. Very happy to support a game that respects the survival horror genre's roots.

Great work guys!. DO NOT PURCHASE IT IS BROKEN!. VR is amazing. This is like a nintendo DS game that has a broken
stylus made into a full blown VR game.

The perfect gift for a kid you really dislike. Just get them an old gameboy and pokemon original instead.. It is a good game!I
hope next version will be better. And not fast game so you have to take some time!
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Well, it's a jewel match game. And it is competently done: smooth aiming and shooting, interesting power-ups that you can
choose to unlock by gaining keys, and the difficulty curve is balanced ... but it seems a bit off. The shooting process is sluggish,
and the speed with which the balls move is way too slow to get into a good rhythm. It is ok as a time-waster, but there isn't
anything here that compels you to go forward except your own sense of how much time you'd like to waste. For a budget price it
is a budget game.. What I write for this review is the experience I had with the game, everybody will experience things
differently. This is my honest review if you don't like it well tough. Also no game is safe from a review whether its early access
or full release. Now onto the review.

This review is only for the free enlist version, not the actual game review.

Archangel: Hellfire-Enlist is free PVP game. The developer did this I assume to give players some sort of way to try the
game...um ya no. I downloaded this hoping to play for an hour or less but instead all I got to play was "screen watch" seeing how
its PVP only of 2v2 or 1v1 but just trying to find a match is like finding unicorn poop. I was sitting in my chair for 20 minutes
waiting for a game but it couldn't find one even though there were 3 other players on. The free enlist was a good attempt at
getting gamer's to try your game but I think having gamer's play 1 random single-player mission would have been better or even
just 30 minute timer of the main game, something that would ensure gamer's would have a chance at playing something other
then looking at a searching screen.

There is no score since again this a free version of the game for its PVP. I will review full game when I buy it but won't be
anytime soon.. Well, I gotta admit it's pratically impossible to "translate" this E.A.Poe's novel nor in a movie neither in a game.
I, of course, appreciate the effort (this game get closer to the novel than Roger Corman's movie) but... No.. Very simple and
good game for so little amount of money. Recommended.. I completed the main story in around 3 hours. Very good game. It
was my first real foray into visual novels, and this one had a good amount of action to the gameplay to go along with it. The art
is absolutely stunning. The character development is good. The music and voice acting is also top notch. I do highly recommend
this game.. Too much money for too little content. While I enjoy it, I feel like a lot of the difficulty comes from memorization
more than actually being a difficult reaction\/precision game. Mechanics change mid level with no time to react, targets are
hidden and require specific movement to setup a way to reach them. (Trying not to spoil anything) On the fifth level the timing
of the gimmick mechanic seems really dodgy one moment and fine the next. I know where I'm supposed to be positioned at
what time, but its hit or miss if the game reacts like I expect it to. Might be better if there wasn't any delay between key presses
and lane switching but theres a small delay that is easily noticable when trying to quickly move from one side of the screen to
the other. Makes hitting some of the timing goals a lot harder than they need to be.

That being said its cheap, the music is good, and its definitely an interesting game. If it ever goes on sale I couldn't recommend
it more. But 5.50 CAD is probably the upper limit on what I'd spend on 5 levels with no level editor. (User generated content
would be amazing, and if that ever happens, I'll be buying a copy of this for all my friends :p). This is by far my favourite train
on the game. Lovely to drive up and down the two northern sections of the WCML. Don't buy this however if you're only
wanting to use it for career scenarios as the game doesn't account for the tilting mechanism and you lose all your points for drive
quality. Despite that issue this is an absolute must have for your collection, its a good deal at full price but even better if picked
up in a sale.
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